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Abstract 
The researches for automatic novel composition started on the basis of the successful results in knowledge-
engineering/science, and today is one of interesting topics in the knowledge society or the intelligence environment age.  
The important element is a scenario, which is necessary to determine the novel structure as the systematical scheme with 
interactive relationships among events in spatio-temporal view.  Also, a story is introduced to represent the physical time-
sequence among events.  The event order in scenario is not the same as that in story.  In this paper, we address an effective 
support function for composing scenarios, which makes beginners to write easily with help of externalization.  Two 
different approaches “top-down-like divergence” and “bottom-up-like convergence” are comparatively supported in our 
creative thinking process. Our key concepts for scenario composition are “flexible manipulation for creative work” and 
“externalization of various types of descriptions/specifications under two approaches”. 
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1. Introduction 
The researches for automatic novel composition started on the basis of the successful results in knowledge-
engineering/science, and today is one of interesting topics in the knowledge society or the intelligence 
environment age. The initial step is dependent on the fact that they made the composition procedure clear and 
novel composers use conveniently the computers which were designed as complementary tools in their 
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composition works.  In the novel composition process, the important element is a scenario, which is necessary 
to determine the novel structure as the systematical scheme with interactive relationships among individual 
elements in spatio-temporal view. Of course, the scenario is an order among episode/event descriptions, which 
is independent of event occurrences in time axis. While, we introduce a story to represent the physical time-
sequence among events to be practically occurred. The event order in scenario is not the same as that in story. 
The scenario includes the intention of scenario writer, and the scenarios are varied by each scenario writer 
even if the same events or episodes extracted from the time-dependent story were used. When the scenario 
writer composes ordinarily his own novel, first he must consider his story with the theme, related originally to 
his motivation, and then remake his own scenario by rearranging the time-order among events and the spatio-
temporal configuration for episodes in order to make the story more attractive or wonderful with his intention. 
In this story-to-scenario transformation process, the basic components included in the story take important roles 
to define the scenario with interests and describe the contents in the novel stepwise. We call this component 
plot.  The plots can be specified, corresponding to the constructive composition process. The plot is an atomic 
unit for a sequence of events in the story. The plot becomes individually impressive and representative 
description unit and may be changed from the time-specific order among events to the episode-oriented 
description.  So, the scenario, composed in the first step, takes fundamental roles to make up the more 
impressive novel with various kinds of modification, refinement and expansion works. 
We furthermore introduce passage so as to make the event structure explicitly, as a basic construct for story 
or singular scenario. The passage is repeatedly defined as a hierarchical structure of events. This is because the 
event is the most minimum unit.  The passage is a constructive form for events. Thus, plot means to describe 
the passage role and the relationship among passages in addition to actor’s actions for each event in novel 
contents.  To compose scenario is to define a set of corresponding plots and the related plots under the 
consideration for passage roles throughout story, consistency among actors’ actions, actions among different 
actors, volumes of each passage, allocation balance among key-events, etc.  The better scenario must be refined 
with a respect to the above consideration, but only the order among structures is not focused on. 
These fundamental writing techniques lead automatic novel composition researches to better or successful 
procedures. Fujita et al. proposed an automatic novel composition method on the basis of planning1, which has 
been successfully proved to be useful to control robot behaviors and so on, like GPS2.  In this approach the 
prototype system accepts the start state and the end state in the novel: behaviors of actors and so on as input 
information are supplied and procedural actions as output information are produced. This process checks up the 
consistency between pre-conditions and post-conditions, attached on the specified actions, and generates a 
sequence of correctly scheduled actions. This method is useful in case that each action can be designed with the 
applicable conditions and the planning objective is limited to very narrow and mechanical applications. Mei et 
al. showed a method to generate a novel, which is consistent to actors’ behaviors and their interactions by using 
the method which integrates multi-agents system with planning means3. These two systems disregard plot-
based scenario composition means, and focus only on story composition problem. 
As an experimental system which generates automatically the scenario based on the plot role, the chat-
support system Raconteur automatically generates scenarios on the basis of pre-defined plots4. Raconteur 
shows to listeners media elements such as the photographs, videos which the speaker took in his trip, and 
provides conventional environment in which they can interact through the chat sub-system. Also, Raconteur 
proposes the order which presents each media element so that listeners can interact individually with their own 
intentions.  Text information about the situation descriptions and comments for photographs, attached with 
each media element, and story patterns, which were proposed by Rei-Yu et al., are used for the selection on 
media elements and the determination of their order.  Sakuma et al. developed an experimental system, which 
generates automatically story5, based on Propp’s  morphology in old stories6. 
On the other hand, the tools for composing plots which scenario writer can manipulate directly have also 
been developed. Dramatica is one of them and is useful in composing a play of cinema7. As Dramatica holds 
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much volume of knowledge-bases concerning plays of cinemas, scenario writers can characterize actors or 
plots powerfully by making use of the maintained knowledge. However, it is not always easy for beginners, 
who have not any pre-requisite experiences as scenario writers, to manipulate efficiently functions for their 
composition works. Additionally, the tools to visualize composed plots constructively together with related 
descriptions have also been developed. The structural visualization of plots and its related descriptions enables 
the scenario writers to check out systematic and consistent contents concerning various specifications, attended 
with the scenarios, as well as scenario wholly and globally. OmniOutliner, which is an outline processor, 
represents the hierarchical structure for passages such as meaningful relationships among chapters and scenes, 
etc.8. These tools provide the simple mechanical conversion functions, but do not supply the transformation 
from a viewpoint of interpretative meanings. However, the visualization tools are applicable not only to present 
even plots and their related descriptions, but also to make other features explicit.  For example, Story-Editor, 
which is an outline processor for writing scenarios, provides a function to make up the characteristic sheets for 
individual actors9. Also, Frieve-Editor, as an idea processor to be able to represent mind-maps, manipulates the 
role relationships among actors and the spatio-temporal relationships among events10. 
In this paper, we address an effective support function for composing scenarios, which makes beginners 
work easily with help of externalization ability. Two different approaches “top-down-like divergence” and 
“bottom-up-like convergence” are comparatively supported in our creative thinking process. Our key concepts 
for scenario composition are “flexible manipulation for creative work” and “externalization of various types of 
descriptions/specifications under their whole views”. 
2. Framework 
Information externalization is to represent the information under some representative forms and make up its 
content explicitly: for example, paper/article composition, cinema editing, architecture design, etc. are typical 
activities in information externalization.  Also, the creative information externalization requires that its activity 
should be creative: of course, in many cases the information externalization is always attended with the 
creativeness unless it is mechanically-defined productions/procedures. In the creative information 
externalization process, first a presenter has only tacit intention or ambiguous objective, and must consider on 
“try and error” style without any procedural guideline.  On the writing process, the information to be possibly 
appropriate to his intention or objective is at the same time or concurrently formalized, and finally the 
information is externalized so that even others are understandable11,12. 
  Simon et al. characterized this creative information externalization as follows: 
- In the initial stage, the specification about the information and its form to be represented as the final result 
is not clear, and only ambiguous objective exists; 
- The contents and their frames/forms can become incrementally clear through the consideration process in 
which partial representation of information is repeatedly investigated  in “try and error”; 
- It is not a clear criterion to judge whether the creative process is running for the desirable direction; 
- There is commonly not the preset criterion to evaluate the finally-completed result: when the information 
creator or others determined some situation as the finish, this process is ended. 
So, even if a scenario writer determined in advance the subject concerning his own scenario in the plot 
composition, he does not consider that the complete scenario already exists in his brain at the initial stage. The 
scenario writer can make the imagination of his own scenario clear and compose the scenario with consistent 
contents, systematic structure, various roles and interrelationships among actors, and so on under such a 
repeated “try and errors” process. In this case, we observe two different thinking approaches to be sure to 
specify actions of corresponding actors: the passages and structures are roughly designed to find out the 
insufficient passage structure. There are the top-down manner as a disassembly-like composition procedure to 
break down from scenario-plot relationship, etc. to the behaviors of individual actors, the descriptions of 
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situations, etc. and the bottom-up manner as an assembly-like composition procedure to collect from individual 
parts of descriptions to a wholly aggregated description.  The top-down composition manner is similarly based 
on divergent thinking process, while the bottom-up composition manner is derived from convergent thinking 
process.  Thus, our creative information externalization is well performed by using these two different manners 
complementarily. This is the same as the human knowledge management mechanism to be integrated in 
creative thinking process to support the system functionality13. 
In the creative information representation, many researchers have addressed the important roles of 
externalization.  When we look upon the creative information representation as a kind of problem solving 
issues, the representation form influences to the problem solving process in form-by-form14, and leads the 
different strategies for individual problems to be solved correspondingly15. Also, the externalization to be 
introduced in this process makes the objective consideration possible from a viewpoint of mental imagination, 
and reduces the cognitive loads16. Nakakoji et al. indicated that the representation form and its operability are 
necessary to support the operative information activity by the computer functionality17. The information 
representation and operability must be developed to promote the human thinking process successfully. 
3. Approach 
Here, we overview the previously-explained composition process with plot and passage. Figure 1 illustrates 
a scenario composition process to be interpretatively transformed in the traditional means from story by the 
scenario writer and shows how to realize the scenario composition with the plots, passages, etc. as specification 
tools in individual description means level by level: the ordinary scenario composition process to be done by 
the scenario writer is transformed to the computer-supported scenario composition framework by means of plot 
as the top-layer description, and passage (or action) as the bottom-layer description. Of course, scenes, actions 
and the corresponding relationships among them must be at once described. In Fig.1, the top-down manner 
supports the detail work of each plot from the plot level to the passage level; and also the bottom-up manner 
supports the scenario structure and episode combination from the passage level to the plot level. 
Fig. 1: Scenario composition transformed from story. 
In the plot description, the organizational structure, the description unit, etc. owing to the divergent thinking 
strategy in the real writing process are approximately specified. In accordance with the specification, the 
components of passage description are cooperatively controlled, and scenario writers can manipulate the 
passage descriptions easily under such a cooperative control mechanism. The system allows them to manage 
concurrently the plot description and passage description even on the time of the operations in the plot setting 
section so that they can keep the consistency between plots and passages automatically and/or modify/refine 
each description timely. In the passage description, actions of actors, various relationships among actions, 
relationship among actors, roles of actors on the time sequence, location-based distance between actors, social 
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activities of actors, etc. in addition to scenes for actors and actions, relationships among scenes, etc. are 
specified.  Our system enables to manage concurrently the passage description and plot description even on the 
time of the operations in the passage setting section so that scenario writers can manipulate these descriptions 
for plots and passages instantly and make up feasibly the novel structure, the exciting behaviors of actors, etc.  
4. Plot and passage 
Plot and passage are important components in our framework, as well as the conventional scenario composition 
method.  So, our scenario is represented with plots and passages, when translated from event-oriented story, as 
shown in Figure 2. Our plot is composed of five elements such as subject, passage, actor, action of actor, and 
place. Figure 3 shows HAKOGAKI, included such elements, and represents the stepwise sequence according to 
story-events. This example is one scene in Japanese old tale “Momotaro”. Green rectangles are passages and 
blue rectangles are events: a passage is composed of other passages or events.  Also, red words are actors, and 
green words are places. Moreover, the events attended with circled symbols such as “a1”, “b1”, … and “c5” 
correspond to events with the circled symbols in Figure 5. So, we can refer to English sentences in Fig.5 if we 
want to understand the Japanese events in English. Though the subject is not described in this HAKOGAKI, 
the subject was already specified before this HAKOGAKI composition. 
Fig. 2: Our approach. 
The event is defined with attributes, as shown in Table 1. Basically, these attributes are similar to a set of 
attributes attached with verbs in the case grammar18. Of course, the event is related to the corresponding 
passage and also is the atomic component of story. The story is basically a sequence of interrelated events 
along the time axis from a viewpoint of each actor or interesting individual scenes.  In this table, the event “(the 
grandfather) names the baby Momotaro” is described as an example.  For the passages and events, shown in 
Figure 3, the story is illustrated in Figure 4. On the other hand, we show the passage “to explain the birth of 
Momotaro” in Table 2. The passages take roles to explain individual transit positions in the novel structure to 
compose a scenario. The passage in Table 2 is a sub-passage from HAKOGAKI: the sub-passage in Table 2 
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explains that the grandmother picked up a big peach. This objective is to introduce a sub-component 
successively in order to explain the objective of the main passage. 
Table 1: Event and example.                                                            Table 2: Passage and example. 
 
Fig. 3: HAKOGAKI 
4.1. Representative operation 
Plot composition is fundamentally powerful with a view to enabling to specify the passages systematically 
and understand the scenario structure logically: the sub-objectives attended with sub-passages prove totally or 
uniformly the objective of the corresponding parent passage. Namely, this divergent thinking method of 
scenario writer makes it possible to write down the scheme from the interesting passages at random: so, this 
thinking process corresponds to our top-down manner and characterizes the advantages of works, attended with 
the top-down manner. The scenario writer can specify the detail description based on various viewpoints, by 
interpreting the novel structure globally. However, the scenario writer cannot always specify the global 
description structure at once from the thinking start-point: maybe, it is not possible for many writers to grasp 
the global novel structure completely. Thus, we need use another method in order to work flexibly under 
creative thinking process. It is very convenient for scenario writers, especially writers without much experience, 
that a set of related events to be set as a location-oriented scene might be at random specified.  In this case, the 
time sequence among locally-related events, derived from an impressive event, takes an important role to order 
them one by one.  We allocate basic related events, attended with some passages, to the corresponding events 
in story. The diagram in Fig.5 illustrates the corresponding scenario transformed from passages in Fig.3 and 
rectangular boxes are events, corresponding to the events in Fig.3. Their box sizes are not meaningful: the 
sequence is important to discriminate the time-dependent relationships and also the different rows are 
independent mutually since each event in different rows occurs in parallel. 
start-time
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Explain that grandmother picked up a big peach.purpose
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Fig. 4: Hierarchical representation.                                           Fig. 5: Externalization of events. 
On the basis of these related events, appropriate passages are specified by the bottom-up manner.  This 
specification scheme may be convenient for the beginners, who intend to focus only on scene structures, based 
on the local or interesting events or episodes.  By means of such a bottom-up manner the creative writing style 
may be also in short of global composition viewpoint: it is not easy to keep or assume the consistency among 
events in the bottom-up manner. Thus, the top-down manner and bottom-up manner must be supported at once 
as the functionality in the scenario writing process, and should be mutually integrated. This cooperative 
mechanism is the most important, and also helps scenario writers do their creative thinking works. 
4.2. Snapshot 
The externalization of story in 2-dimensional plain makes it possible to support the easy operations and 
specify each component and their relationships meaningfully, but there is one problem when we compose plots 
in the bottom-up manner.  When we consider some events, which happened before and after the action of actor, 
we must grasp the situation for the event in our novel world. Here, the situation must be described, concerned 
with “where”, “whom” and “what” does the actor do.  It is not easy for us to grasp at once all the situations in 
novel world when representing our story imagination in 2-dimensional map.  In case that  the scenario writer 
wants to grasp the situation from 2-dimensional view, he must catch up the action contents, occurrence place, 
other related actors, etc. at the time, next arrange them mutually, and finally create the imagination in his brain.  
If there was a smart tool to support such a process, he can think easily the behavior of actor under such a 
situation. 
Zwaan pointed out that it is effective to experiment virtually the situation in novel world under mental 
imagination when our human beings understand the story from the existing texts19. Also, he said that important 
elements to understand novel contents are “time”, “space”, “actors and their things”, “cause-effect relationships 
for events and intention”. In 2-dimensional axis, it is possible to represent time and actors clearly. In our 
approach, we look upon the action as an externalized intention of actor though in many scenes the intentions of 
actors are not described explicitly. Additionally, we assume that the cause-effect relationship can be 
represented partly as time-dependent before/after relationship. However, the space cannot be specified. In order 
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to generate the mental imagination from space information described in texts, many cognitive loads are needed 
even if the occurrence location of action was added as a specification item.  It is not easy to grasp visually the 
existing place of actor or the interactive inference among actors at the time even in the 2-dimensionally 
externalized representation. 
Fig. 6: Example of snapshot 
Therefore, it is necessary for us to introduce the externalization method, specified to grasp the situation at 
any time. We make use of snapshot, which can visualize so as to catch up timely the situation at any time.  In 
case of visualization, we represent the existing place of actors and the happened actions in order to represent 
the information about space as shown in Figure 6. We can grasp at glace the situation: an event occurs at a 
time; and actors concern to the event. Moreover, it is possible to grasp the transition of situation when 
constructing systematically as its own notion of successive snapshot, concerning various viewpoints.  Snapshot 
represents the situation of novel world with related events occurred at the time and the place of actors related to 
the events, and it can help the scenario writer imagine the scene.  
Fig. 7: Main window in prototype system 
5. Prototype system 
We implemented a prototype system on the basis of our design viewpoint for creatively-supported scenario 
composition. Figure 7 is the main window with 3 major composite modules: tree-view in the left-top side for 
plot description; map-view in the right-top side for story description; and illustration-view in the right-bottom 
side for snapshot display. As soon as the node in tree-view or the event-box in map-view is picked up by mouse, 
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the event or passage, corresponded to the picked-up selection, is displayed so as to make the selected objects 
editable on the editing mode. 
Figure 8 is an initial input window for individuals, and the subject, a sequence of scene description, actors 
and place are possibly specified. Figure 9 is an event composition window. This window shows the situation 
after the node was checked by mouse, together with controlled key, or the event composition button was 
pushed down at the selection state. Figure 10 shows a snapshot in the illustration-view. In this case, the time is 
indicated by broken-line segment. In the snapshot, the names of actors, the place, the relation arrow between 
actions and re-actions, and the content of event are externalized.  
Fig. 8: Input window                                            Fig. 9: Event specification window. 
 
Fig. 10: Automatic insertion of complemented event in snapshot window. 
6. Consideration and  concluding remark 
In our prototype system, if tree-view and map-view are used, the scenario writer can operate easily under the 
top-down thinking manner and the bottom-up thinking manner. Of course, the representation for tree structure 
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in tree-view and event-box in 2-dimensional map-view can be similarly manipulated even in the existing tools.  
However, the usability or effectiveness is different between our prototype system and the conventional tools: 
for example, Story-Editor, which is suitable to story composition, and Frieve-Editor, which is adjustable to 
represent events and the relationship among events and passages, can take the same role as our prototype 
system with their cooperative usages. 
1) Concerning plot composition: 
The users who have made use of these two different tools Story-Editor and Frieve-Editor evaluated that the 
ability of our prototype system is more useful than that in their combined usage.  This is because our 
prototype system is superior to their plot composition.  An experimenter said that the usage of prototype 
system is very convenient and wonderful in comparison with the usability of ordinary tools; 
2) Concerning externalization: 
Story Editor as well as our prototype system makes use of tree structure, appropriate to work in the 
divergent top-down thinking manner.  Since our prototype system distinguishes individually events and 
passages as the category assigned to the node and provides their constructs under each category, our 
system makes the correct operations of writer sure. However, Story-Editor cannot protect such smart 
operations of writer without any operation-support mechanism. At least, from a viewpoint of global 
functionality our prototype system is well evaluated by the beginners of scenario writers on the experiment 
of novel composition.  In particular, the characteristic in our prototype system is to make the scenario 
writing possible with a view to attaining the writing process with cooperative mechanism between the 
divergent top-down thinking manner and the convergent bottom-up thinking manner. 
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